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Weekly update for businesses in Leeds

Chief Executive update

We are starting see a gradual return of shops re-opening in the city centre with more
open this week since the easing of lockdown restrictions.  Coupled with this week’s
news on leisure and hospitality re-opening on the 4th July,  two vital components of

our city centre’s heartbeat, retail and leisure are welcomed back.  Details of who is
open can be found on the web portal Welcome to Leeds #BacktoLeeds .

 
Thank you to our former Board Director, Wayne Topley, who led this week’s webinar

for the hospitality sector. Some innovative and interesting ideas which have been
captured below. 

 
Further information on guidance, grants and support can be found below. Both our

offices are now open, and our team are on hand to support you and your business as
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you re-open.

Welcome Back to Leeds

Welcome back to Leeds - a bespoke portal providing vital information about the city
centre as lockdown eases - is now live, supporting businesses and retailers re-

opening their doors while helping people return to the city centre with confidence and
reassurance.

The portal is continuously updated and carries details on which shops are open,
hours of operation, supporting facilities like toilets, how transport and travel might

look and aims to give people a clear picture of what social distancing measures are
in place to help everyone have a positive experience in the new environment.

 
Please take a look via welcometoleeds.co.uk/ and we hope you will soon be

returning to Leeds city centre.

You can also keep updated on all the news and developments via the Welcome back
to Leeds social media.

Key points from our webinar

View the guide

https://welcometoleeds.co.uk/
https://twitter.com/WelcometoLeeds
https://twitter.com/WelcometoLeeds
https://welcometoleeds.co.uk/
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Host Simon McCaskill welcomed everyone to our first Welcome back to Leeds
webinar and introduced Chief Exec Andrew Cooper and special Guest Wayne

Topley from Cedar Court Hotels Group & Chair of Leeds Venues & Hotels
Association.

 
Wayne shared his interpretation of the Government announcement that as of

July 4th the hospitality sector could re-open.
 

Guidelines were still a little hazy he explained but we are all working through it
and our single focus is that all indoor and outdoor, venues and spaces can re-

open on July 4th which he described as fantastic news.
 

One of the main challenges Wayne outlined is making the first set of guidance
applicable to such a diverse set of businesses across the sector and ensuring

customers understand that visiting venues post July 4th will be different and
the guidelines in place will be run on a compliance framework rather than legal
enforcement. We have to hope staff and customers work positively together to

implement the new measures and thus have an enjoyable experience.
 

Wayne also explained that across the trade, 4th July is not a ‘race to get open.
His view was to look at re-opening as a strong starting point and to adapt and
interpret the reaction as the sector moved forward and customers came back.

There will be a need to be both proactive and reactive he said in the weeks
and months ahead.

 

Teams, customers and promotions need to be in place on July 4th but we
cannot expect it all to be as it was pre lockdown, for example some

businesses are still evaluating the financial viability of re-opening based on
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forecasting likely customer numbers. This work will have to be ongoing as we
start to see the real level of footfall that returns.

 
It is essential Wayne said, that the hospitality sector must work as one and not
look to compete with each other as they traditionally would have. Already the

collaboration is fantastic between businesses who are sharing risk
assessments, operational plans and so forth, which is how the sector can bring

success back for all post re-opening.   
 

Wayne shared the forecast target from re-opening that will aim to achieve a
30% occupancy level in QTR 3 and target increasing this to 50% in QTR 4.
Compared to last year, which was around 85%, this is about being realistic
and rational to the recovery phase hospitality will now be entering he said.

 
A major objective at the heart of all this preparatory work Wayne identified, will
be to provide all customers with the same wonderful experience, though in a

different environment. He described how he has total confidence that the
professionalism of all staff working across the sector in Leeds would be at the

heart of delivering a successful re-opening period.
 

A huge range of innovative & creative thinking has been going on from
management and staff at all venues Wayne outlined, aimed at bringing a
sense of difference, a new unique experience when they re-open and this
includes new ways of using outdoor space, creating new ambience inside

using sound & light and props and that the sector sees the new future as an
excellent opportunity to make Leeds stand out through this kind of innovation

and positively adapted new experience. ‘We’d rather die trying great new
things than not try at all’ Wayne said, ‘ambition and creativity are key as we

move on from July 4th’.
 

Wayne’s presentation created an engaging, interactive session on the webinar
chat stream and provided the audience with a fascinating insight into this

exciting next stage of recovery for the hugely important hospitality sector in the
city.  

 

You can register for the Welcome back to Leeds webinars below.

Next week we will be joined by 3 speakers from the transport sector to share
the latest information and updates around travelling into Leeds and moving

around the city centre. 

Register here

https://boost.webinarninja.com/series-webinars/2469/register
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Update on the Leeds Jurassic Trail

Plans are in the pipeline for the return of the UK’s biggest city centre animatronic
dinosaur trail to Leeds next summer.

 
Leeds Jurassic Trail 2 will be brought back to life in summer 2021, and feature the

unveiling of a very special new species. Children from across the county were invited
to create the first ever Yorkshiresaurus, with 13 year old Keera Turner’s winning
entry now used to inspire the final full-size version of the new animatronic beast.

With the famous white rose of Yorkshire on its head, giant Ys down its spine and a
rhubarb tail, it will further among more dinosaurs across more locations which will

play home to the full-size moving, roaring creatures and other activities – all
completely free to see.

Keep an eye out for further updates.

Leeds City Council - Information and guidance for hospitality businesses in
Leeds city centre
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A letter has been sent to businesses from Leeds City Council on how they will put in
place a number of measures to support the re-opening of Leeds city centre’s

hospitality sector.

Keeping workers and customers safe during in restaurants, pubs, bars and
takeaway services

This document sets out guidance on how to open workplaces safely while minimising
the risk of spreading COVID-19. It gives practical considerations of how this can be

applied in the workplace.

Discretionary Grant fund

Read the letter

Download the guidance

https://mcusercontent.com/e0ae52a14758c520abe401956/files/aa012050-c06f-490e-8837-e2bc31376f5d/June_2020_HOSPITALITY_letter_to_businesses.pdf
https://mcusercontent.com/e0ae52a14758c520abe401956/files/3ffdb53b-2ece-4c46-b885-4fe7e9d5c769/Keeping_workers_and_customers_safe_during_covid_19_restaurants_pubs_bars....pdf
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The discretionary grant is available for small businesses and charities in Leeds. You
can apply until 28 June 2020.

Easing of Lockdown restrictions

From Saturday 4 July, the Prime Minister has announced that:

Apply here

https://www.leeds.gov.uk/coronavirus/apply-for-a-discretionary-grant
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1) Pubs, restaurants and hairdressers will be able to reopen, providing they adhere
to COVID Secure guidelines - updated guidance for all workplace settings can be

found here: https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist

2) Two households will be able to meet up in any setting with social distancing
measures - updated guidance on social distancing can be found

here: https://bit.ly/SDUpdated

3) People can now enjoy staycations in England with the reopening of
accommodation sites - guidance on opening up the visitor economy can also be

found here: https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist

4) In order to begin restoring the arts and cultural sector, some leisure facilities and
tourist attractions may also reopen, if they can do so safely – this includes outdoor

gyms and playgrounds, cinemas, museums, galleries, theme parks and arcades, as
well as libraries, social clubs, places of worship and community centres - guidance

on opening up the visitor economy can also be found
here: https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist

Following a review, the Prime Minister has also set out that where it is not possible to
stay two metres apart, guidance will allow people to keep a social distance of ‘one
metre plus’. This means staying one metre apart, plus mitigations which reduce the

risk of transmission. 

Risk Assessment template for licensed premises

This risk assessment guidance identifies controls you could implement to minimise
the possibility of spreading COVID-19 in a licensed premises.

 
It can be used as a guide to think through some of the control measures you may

need to take in order to control the risk. It is intended to give you some ideas of the
themes you may need to think about and the controls you could take, but it is

important that a competent person must carry out an appropriate COVID-19 risk
assessment that is specific to your premises to help decide which control measures

will suit your business.

Meet the Locale

Guidance here

https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist
https://bit.ly/SDUpdated
https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist
https://bit.ly/sectorsocialdist
https://mcusercontent.com/e0ae52a14758c520abe401956/files/0e708628-e0f0-460c-80ea-cf35c2a4a968/Sample_risk_assessment_guidance.docx
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The Locale is a 21st Century 5G knowledge sharing app that provides both residents
& visitors with insights to promote engagement within the local community.

Venues
• Digitally monitor capacity within your Venue

• Communicate your capacity to The Locale audience
•Are you Full, Busy, Empty or have a 15 Min Queue?

• Highlight your Outdoor Space, Current Services and the other Key Characteristics
of your Venue

Users
• See Venue capacity and make informed decisions

• Search & Filter to find your perfect experience; be that morning, noon or night Pub,
Coffee shop,

Restaurant or Bar.

Useful links

 
Government COVID-19 business support site

-
Leeds City Council Coronavirus Helpline

-
HMRC tax helpline

Find out more

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/business-support
https://www.facebook.com/childfriendlyleeds/posts/2662739647338175?__tn__=-R
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/tax-helpline-to-support-businesses-affected-by-coronavirus-covid-19
https://mcusercontent.com/e0ae52a14758c520abe401956/files/0e708628-e0f0-460c-80ea-cf35c2a4a968/Sample_risk_assessment_guidance.docx
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-
Advice from the National Business Crime Centre

-
Carrying out a COVID-19 Risk Assessment

-
How to wear and make a cloth face covering
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